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Abstract
It is often necessary to precisely quantify the size of specimens in biological studies.Whenmeasuring
feature size influorescencemicroscopy, significant biases can arise due to blurring of its edges if the
feature is smaller than the diffraction limit of resolution. This problem is avoided if an equation
describing the feature’s entire image isfitted to its image data. In this paperwe present open-source
software, ELM,which uses this approach tomeasure the size of spheroidal or cylindrical fluorescent
shells with a precision of around 10 nm. This has been used tomeasure coat protein locations in
bacterial spores and cell wall diameter in vegetative bacilli, andmay also be valuable inmicrobiological
studies of algae, fungi and viruses. ELM is available for download at https://github.com/
quantitativeimaging/ELM.
Conventional optical microscopy is limited to a
resolution of around 200 nm due to the diffraction of
light [1].While there are nowmyriad super-resolution
techniques which beat this limit, these require special
and costly microscopes [2–4]. Deconvolution can
computationally improve the resolution of confocal
microscopy images post-capture, but limited signal-
to-noise prevents this from significantly enhancing the
resolution [5]. Limited resolution poses a problem
when trying to accurately measure small feature sizes
using image data, because errors are introduced by
diffractive blurring of the specimen’s edges. However,
we can circumvent this problem by fitting an equation
for the specimen’s entire image to the image data.
Here we present software for such a post-capture
analysis of wide-field microscopy images, which pro-
duces super-resolution measurements of shell-like
fluorescent specimens, such as bacterial spores, with-
out requiring any additional hardware. This allows us
to measure protein location with an accuracy of
around 10 nm through a combination of parameter-
fitting and single particle averaging, in an approach we
term ‘ellipsoid localisation microscopy’ (ELM). We
have previously used this method in studies of sphe-
rical and ellipsoidal bacterial spores [6], in which we
mapped out some of the proteins comprising the coats
of Bacillus megaterium and Bacillus subtilis. We have
now collected our previous analysis scripts into an
integrated library and simple graphical user interface,
increasing the speed around 30-fold through a combi-
nation of parallelisation and optimisation of our fit-
ting procedure. This allows any user to perform super-
resolution analyses of spherical, ellipsoidal and cylind-
rical structures, such as bacterial cell membranes,
using conventional fluorescencemicroscopy.
The ELM software comprises a set of Matlab func-
tions that are called by a graphical user interface. These
functions segment a fluorescencemicroscope image to
isolate single specimens and then use non-linear least
squares methods to iteratively fit a parametric struc-
ture to each candidate (figure 1(a)). The fitted results
can be subjected to automated quality control to
exclude poor fits and quantify confidence. These
results are saved to a spreadsheet for further analysis
and can be used to generate super-resolution visualisa-
tions of the specimens.
We have previously derived an equation describ-
ing the intensity distribution fsphere(r) in the image of a
spherical shell of fluorescent material [6]. This
equation is termed the sphericalmodel.
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where r is the radial position with respect to the shell
centre, a is the radius of the shell, C is its fluorescence
emission per unit area, and σ is the radius of the
spherical Gaussian point spread function (PSF) used in
the spherical model. All dimensions refer to the
specimen space, and derivations are given in (see
Supplementary Information available online at stacks.
iop.org/MAF/6/037001/mmedia). A cylindrical
model for the intensity fcyl(D) of the image of a thin
cylindrical shell at a distance D from the cylinder axis
can be obtained using a similar approach.
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where I0 is the first-order modified Bessel function of
thefirst kind.
An ellipsoidal model provides a better description
of the elongated spores more commonly encountered
in microbiology, but unfortunately the ellipsoid is
harder to analyse. A forwardmodel for the image of an
ellipsoidal shell can nonetheless be obtained by num-
erical summation of the images of a few thousand
fluorophores placed randomly on a parametric sur-
face. The image brightness of such a shell at position r
is as follows, where (a, b, ψ) are the structural para-
meters of the shell, h is the PSF of the microscope, and
there are N fluorophores randomly located at posi-
tions rk on the shell.
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The ellipsoid model involves more parameters and a
slower forward image simulation than the spherical
model, resulting in slower analysis of image data.
However the PSF in the ellipsoid model is no longer
constrained to be a spherical Gaussian, and by using a
more realistic (ellipsoidal Gaussian) PSF this model
provides more accurate fits to real data. Therefore the
spherical model can be used to quickly estimate spore
structures, but the ellipsoidal model should be used
for themost accurate analysis.
Figure 1(a) shows the ELM workflow and typical
results when these models are used to infer the struc-
tural parameters of vegetative and sporulated Bacillus
cells. The raw fluorescence micrograph showing sev-
eral spores is first converted to a tiled image of the
computationally-detected spores. Tiled images show-
ing the fitted model parameters and tiled reconstruc-
tion with decreased PSF are then shown for
comparison. In each case the tiled view is helpful for
quality control, as errant fits can be easily spotted and
removed from further analyses. Figure 1(b) shows the
distribution of protein locations inferred by analysis of
two distinct samples using the ellipsoid model, with
each sample containing about 500 spores with the
same fluorescent protein layer. The protein layer is
located, on average, at almost exactly the same loca-
tion in both samples (438.9 nm and 436.1 nm mean
radial location, respectively), demonstrating that the
average radius is highly repeatable to better than
10 nm with real spore samples. In figure 1(c), two dif-
ferent protein layers are therefore clearly distinguished
by ELM, despite their small separation of 30 nm.
Figure 1(d) demonstrates the quality of fit obtained
using a cylindrical analysis, as applied to an image of
fluorescent-stained peptidoglycan in the bacterial cell
Figure 1.ELM super-resolution analysis as applied to bacterial spore coats and cell walls. (a)The ELM software quantifies the structure
of fluorescent shells (such as bacterial spore coats) using a process of segmentation, fitting, and reconstruction. The images of
individual shells are automatically identified and then a parametricmodel for a suitable shell structure (for spheres, ellipsoids) isfitted
to each candidate. Thefitted parameters provide estimates of protein locations with a precision of about 10 nm,which can then be
used to generate a super-resolved image of the specimens. (b), (c)Typically, we image about 500 spores that incorporate a fluorescent
fusion protein in their coat.When the samefluorescent coat protein is observed in a second sample of 500 spores, the histogramof
estimated protein locations identifies an average radial location for the protein consistent to better than 10 nm, as shown for the SleL-
GFP protein in (b). (c)The different locations of distinct coat proteins such as SleL-GFP andCotG-GFP inB. subtilis spores can
therefore be clearly distinguished despite the separation (30 nm) being far smaller than the diffraction limit of the raw image data. (d)
equation (2) provides amodel offluorescence intensity in the image of a cylindrical fluorescent shell (herefluorescent-stained
peptoglycan in the cell wall in vegetativeB. subtilis). Using thismodel, the ELM software can precisely infer cell wall radius. An
excellent fit is obtained betweenmeasured pixel data and themodel. (e)Using this, super-resolved reconstructions of cylindrical shells
can be produced using the same approach as above.
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wall, with the corresponding cut-through super-reso-
lution reconstruction shown infigure 1(e).
Figure 2 illustrates the accuracy and speed of the
ELM software when applied to both simulated spore
images where the ground-truth radius of the specimen
is known, and experimental images of spores contain-
ing fluorescent coat proteins. First, physically-realistic
image data were simulated using TestSTORM soft-
ware, with structural parameters set to emulate our
experimental microscopy of spore coats containing
mCherry on an Olympus BX51 wide-field microscope
[7]. The contours of maximum brightness in the
resulting images always have a radial location much
smaller than the true layer radius, due to diffractive
blurring. Compared with the ground-truth location of
the protein layer, the simple method of measuring the
contour of maximum brightness therefore estimates
too small a radius. This result could be anticipated
from the implicit equation that characterises the turn-
ing point of the idealised equation (1), as discussed in
the Supplementary Information.
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Fitting the idealised spherical image equation also
underestimates the radial position of the protein, but
by a smaller degree. Furthermore, the radial location
parameter inferred from this equation has better
linearity and repeatability than the contour of max-
imum brightness estimator, which means it can
correctly distinguish the order of protein layers with
smaller separations. Fitting the ellipsoidal model to
the simulated image data recovers the protein layer
position with repeatability better than 5 nm, and a
small constant bias of 14 nm. This allows protein
positions to be found very accurately. In practice, the
imperfectly spheroidal shape of real spores is likely to
preventmuch greater accuracy being possible.
In conclusion, we find that the ELM analysis is
accurate enough to distinguish protein layer order
within the spore coat, and is objectively accurate to
within about 15 nm of a protein layer location pro-
vided that the protein layer is well approximated as
spheroidal. This level of accuracy, combined with the
ability to computationally analyse large samples of
fluorescence image data, makes ELM a promising new
tool for quantitative microbiology that will reveal new
maps of bacterial cell walls and spore coats.
Figure 2. (a)A realistically-simulated image of a spherical spore incorporating a fluorescent protein at a radial location of 490 nm
(scale bar 1 μm, cubehelix colourmap [8]). The contour ofmaximum image brightness is at 370 nmdue to diffractive blurring, and is
a poor indication of protein location. (b)The idealised image equation (1) provides a fairfit (red) to the data (black), andfitting this
equation to the image data provides amuchmore accurate estimate of the protein location, as shown in (c) (purplemarkers for
sphericalmodel fit comparedwith the blue line showing the true location and pinkmarkers for the contour ofmaximumbrightness).
A still-better estimate of protein location is given by fitting theMonte Carlomodel with an ellipsoidal point spread function (green
markers), which infers locationswith a repeatability better than 5 nmand a small bias of−14 nmwith respect to the true location. By
adding a fixed offset of+14 nm (cyanmarkers) the protein location could be recovered towithin 5 nmof the true value (blue line),
over the entire range of specimen sizes relevant to bacterial spores that is shownhere. The protein locations found using the ellipsoid
model are farmore accurate than the positions indicated by the contour ofmaximumbrightness in the realistically-simulated image
data (pinkmarkers), and indeedmore accurate than the theoretically-optimal position of the contour ofmaximumbrightness for a
microscope with a spherically-symmetric PSF (red line corresponding to equation (4)). (d)When applied to real spore images, the
analysis time for the ellipsoidmodel increases linearly with the number offluorophores in themodel (red line) and remains under 5 s
per spore for standard cases on a typical desktop computer. (e) For real spore images the ground truth radial location is unknown, but
the precision of the inferred radiuswith respect to randomvariation in repeated analyses tends to be better than 10 nmwhen at least
2000fluorophores are used in the imagemodel, and it is this randomvariation rather than the constant offset of about 14 nm that is
relevant to studies which seek to distinguish the relative location of different protein layers. The blue line shows the location inferred
by amodel fit using the largest number offluorophores in the simulation.
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